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Inspired by memories of her father and her own experiences on the islands, Ramin Ganeshram
introduces readers to the cuisine of Trinidad & Tobago, where African, Indian, Chinese and
British culinary influences come together in a unique blend. Includes over 175 recipes, a section
of color photos, and a foreword by New York Times food columnist Molly O'Neill.

"Sweet Hands: Island Cooking from Trinidad and Tobago by Ramin Ganeshram is a good
cookbook specializing in TnT dishes." --Lonely Planet Guides, Destination CaribbeanAbout the
AuthorRamin Ganeshram a journalist and chef who writes about food, culture, and history in
cookbooks, fiction and essays for adults and kids. Her other cookbooks include Cooking with
Coconut, FutureChefs, America I Am: Pass It Down Cookbook, and Stir It Up, a YA
novel.Foreword by Molly O'Neill: For a decade, Molly O'Neill was the food columnist for "The
New York Times Magazine" and the host of the PBS series "Great Food". Her work has
appeared in many national magazines, and she is the author of three cookbooks, including the
award-winning "The New York Cookbook". She lives in New York City.
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BrianB, “Good, But Could Be Better. As a Trini-American, I take great pride in the culinary
traditions from my parents and siblings birth place so I am happy to have this book as part of my
reference. Many of the recipes I have learned from my mom and aunts, but there are a few that I
have always wanted to master. Making Dhalpuri Roti has been a real challenge for me so I was
interested in the roti recipes contained in the book and have to say overall the book is divided
well and shares some good Trini recipes.As with any culinary backgrounds, I found that the
recipes I learned from my family might be a little different, but that's the beauty of cooking.The
reason the book did not get 5 stars from me is that I felt there could have been more colorful
photos and nutritional information. Now I now many old time Trini;s might gasp at the concept,
but for those of us watching our waistline because we are health fanatics or due to health
reasons nutritional information is highly important.I found the book useful and a good learning to
for those new to Trini cooking as well as the more intermediate and advance cooks. There is
plenty recipes for rum cake, pastelles, and rum punch.”

JNW, “Best book on Trinidadian cooking. Growing up in trinidad and tobago is a unique
experience and the foods there are definitely #1 compared to a lot of other islands. When I first
moved to the USA, I was not all that concerned with trying to find the foods since there was a
place for roti near our house, and you can find most of those ingredients in Miami. It was not until
after college when i moved to the Northwest States that I felt "homesick" for dahlpuri and
callaloo and other such things. I have purchased and tested several books that are a generalized
Caribbean cookbook, as well as hunted down the Naparima Girls Guide to Cooking. It was not
until I found Sweet Hands and read through it that I found what I needed.The pictures of Trinidad
and the stories bring that element of history and home and passion to the recipes. And I LOVE
that she offers substitutions for some of the ingredients. I made a callaloo stew with swiss chard
and spinach as suggested, and while the taste was slightly less sweet, it carried such a good
flavour that I felt I was home again. Those other cookbooks maybe going to the second hand
store.”

K.E. Byar, “My doctor says I should eat more pepper sauce. I am by no means a great cook, but I
bought this book after a visit to Trinidad and Tobago, once I realized that, if I wanted to eat this
food all the time (and to share it with others), I would need to learn to make it myself. A few years
later, the book is completely falling apart in a way that suggests it is either the most poorly bound
book in my collection, or the most heavily consulted. I find the recipes here easy to follow and
the results quite satisfying to me, at least, even if most of what I make ends up being not quite
the same as what one might find in T&T.”

David A. Keeling, “This really takes me back. I can see where the author is coming from in her
love of Trini food. My mom is from Trinidad and only my grandma would make the traditional



dishes for us, but I've always loved them since I was a child. My grandma never used recipes,
she just knew what was in the dishes but never exactly how much and she never measured
anything so I wasn't able to learn how to cook traditionally from her. The recipes in this book are
great and easy to follow. It also reminded me that sometimes you just need to make do with
what you have (try the doubles recipe with a can of diced potatoes instead of chickpeas and
serve over rice). I still struggle a bit with the roti, but I've never made bread before. A rolling pin
has helped a lot. This book covers all different aspects of cooking, from blending your own
spices, to making full dishes, soups, and desserts.  Truly a great value!”

Ms. S. D. Findlay, “What a wonderful book!!!!. Firstly, I would just like to say, what a wonderful
service Amazon provides as I got the book the next day. When opened, it had me reminicsing to
when I was in Trinidad and my saliva was overflowing in my mouth. All the food you could think
of that Trinidad has to offer is there and a little bit of history thrown in. Hopefully my father will
appreciate this (I am sure he will) and even cooking a few receipes, as it is a wonderful present
to give anyone who loves the Island.”

W. O. Smith, “Bought for Christmas, recipients loved it. I bought a copy for my relatives (half
Trinidadian). They spent half the Christmas holidays browsing through the book and reminiscing
about who used to make what recipe. Since then they told me they've used it a number of times
and loved the results.”

R T, “Five Stars. Buying one for a friend brings back memories love this”

Beverley, “Trinny Food. Brilliant cookbook, but some of the ingredients need to made more clear,
ie alternatives.  Need to be careful with some of the measurements.”

The book by Neal Goldstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 191 people have provided feedback.
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